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Compare up to 10 apps to find the best for you with our latest feature! TRY IT NOW Don't miss the latest App Reviews! Add AppGrooves to your home screen for quick access. If you want to edit your videos on your smartphone, there are many apps in the Google Play Store. But which one to install and use? here we have a list of apps
that allow you to do that in an instant. There's even an app that can currently be installed on your phone, which lets you do this, but you don't know anything about it. Read also: 3 Best Magic Video Effects Apps for Android Google Photos This app may already be installed on your smartphone, but you don't know what the potential of this
app is. In addition to backing up your photos, this app also comes with a built-in photo and video editor. This app comes with three key tools to edit your videos that are also simple and easy to use. The first is to stabilize the video, if your video is a little shaky then you can stabilize using this option in Google Photos. You can also crop the
video using the timeline that appears below the video. There is a tool to rotate the video if you accidentally took it in the wrong direction. Download Filmora Go Filmora Go is a popular app if you want to make a cool compilation of your video and photos to share with friends. This app comes with a fairly simple and simple user interface that
explains virtually every feature on the app. This app comes with a wizard-like interface that lets you edit your videos in a step-by-step procedure. This app comes with a lot of filters built in to make your videos better. It also comes with a number of presets that automatically turn the videos into the perfect loop. Download Adobe Rush
Adobe Rush is a new video editor that Adobe has released through a partnership with Samsung's latest flagship smartphone. This app is a simple yet powerful tool for editing videos on the go, on your smartphone. This app comes with some powerful tools that you'll find on some high-end video editing apps. You get a timeline interface to
edit your videos perfectly, and you get some music recommendations right in the app. Download Wrapping up These were the apps that let you edit your videos in a simple interface and can be used for free for a lifetime. There may be a number of in-app purchases to remove the ads or unlock some premium features. Read also: 3 Apps
and Webtool To Reverse Video Online Summary: It is a common phenomenon of receiving or downloading a video with wrong orientation, reversed or inclined. That's why you need a video spin app for Android devices change the orientation of the video. Below, we'll share you with 6 of the best apps to run videos directly on your Android
devices. Part 1: Why do apps need to run videos on Android? Part 2: Top 6 apps to rotate videos on Android devices Part 3: Manage Additional Content - Manage Videos Your Android device? Part 1: Why do apps need to run videos on Android? When people record their videos on their Android devices, aside from talking about how to
back up Android files properly, it's also very important that they have a lot of freedom in making their creative productions well in advance. Since today's advances in technology and Android features offer a wide range of great options for making professional-looking videos, it is not uncommon for an individual to want the best possible
options available. Specifically, when it comes to being able to correct problems or problems of concern they have with the videos they have already recorded. Reason One: One of the most problematic for many Android users is having the ability to correct the videos they have saved. For example, some users may save the videos they've
created in an incorrect orientation, and they need to be changed to meet those specific needs. With this in mind, this is one of the main reasons why software developers create apps to solve these problems. The solution offered by this app is to give the user the ability to rotate their videos at a 90 degree angle. Or, if necessary, this app
gives the user the ability to run an app 180 degrees or 270 degrees. Both helps to provide each user with what it really needs or desired to complete their productions without unnecessary software problems. Reason two: Moreover, for some, the 90-degree angle gives the user the ability to show others that their videos are right up rather
than the reverse. It is also important to note that these apps are used for a wide range of other features as well. Therefore, the developers of these apps provide features that allow each user to access their features in the cloud, create their own unique storylines, add special effects, such as slowing down the actions in the video, and a
host of other things that make the video professionally done. People read also: Transfer photos between Galaxy S9 and Computer Best Contacts Editor for Android Users Part 2: Top 6 Apps to Rotate videos on Android Phones/Tablets1. AndroVid Video Editor The AndroVid Video Editor is created with several useful features for Android
users who want to make the best professional video recordings possible. No matter who the audience is or what the video is made for, the user can easily make a wide range of different changes without much unnecessary hassle. Especially since this app is considered intuitive enough to allow the user to easily run videos, cut the videos
and clips of different make it. Also, when needed, the Android user will be given the option to merge 2 videos to produce one main file that needs to be opened. Whether the user wants to eliminate parts of the video before he the video in the correct position. So there is still a lot that can be done with the right tools. 2. Viva Video The
VivaVideo app can be described as one of the best Android video camera rotation apps on the market today. Using an Android phone allows users to create great productions with ease. In fact, in addition to running and cropping a video to prepare it for importing, the user will also have the ability to increase overall performance by as
much as 200% when they are making the necessary changes and updates of their own videos. In short, this is an excellent app for optimizing the videos before it is actually shared with others. This application is also available with a wide range of different incredible features, including providing users with the functionality that allows them
to create a unique story board shooting style. Each of those helps the user to focus on creating a storyline that is easy to use and start when completed. Some users say this app is also easy and easy to use, but it is still very powerful in performance. 3. Rotate Video Tool The Rotate Video Tool is idea for a number of different reasons.
Some of the most essential include correcting video recordings that are stored in the wrong direction. Instead of the user saving the video properly after it was recorded, the video is unfortunately stored in the wrong direction. In fact, based on the numbers, this is not only something that the user can easily do, but a common occurrence
among Android users and other mobile devices. Therefore, with this app, the user can take advantage of a number of useful features, including giving the user the ability to encode the correct tags to ensure that the video can be displayed in the right direction. This app is also equipped with a watermark feature that shows when the free
version is used. 4. Video Editor: All in One The video editor can be described as an all in an app for users who want to make changes to the video recordings they have taken. Since this app offers a wide range of incredible features, Android users are provided with numerous features that they can use to make their videos perfect before
they are shared. For example, with this particular app, the user will have the ability to modify their videos in numerous beneficial ways, including changing the video to an audio file, cropping the videos so that they can feature various side effects. The most common features are provided for you below and they can be used to which the
user has taken to improve.- Gray Scale Effect- Negative Effect- Blur- Mirror- SlowVideos can also be recorded with the addition of the latest musical selections, while also giving the user the ability to create their own wallpaper and frames. So, the user will not only be provided with the ability to flip the corners at 90 degrees, but also offer
so much more. 5. mVideoCut – video editor The mVideoCut is also a video editor that is currently packed with a lot of great features that can be used for a wide range of different purposes. For example, in addition to running a video in the right direction, this app provides their features with an external solution. Simply put, when a user
wants to access this app, they need to make sure they have access through a cloud-based service option. To easily access this software app, the user only needs to make full movies with their mobile device once they have accessed the cloud for their functionality. It is also important to note that all rotations that need to be done is
achieved using the server feature option instead of having this process to drain on the app. 6. Video Converter The Video Converter is designed in a number of different ways, including providing users with the ability to be an alternative to using any of the following applications:- VPlayer- MX Video Player- Double Twist Player-
MoboPlayer,- RockPlayerAll of which gives the user the ability to play their videos in more than one format. So, the user will make sure that these videos are recorded accordingly, while also converting all their annual videos into different types of formats that your Android supports. With this app, there is no previous transactions or
exposure to these apps overall user experience. Instead, this app is one that can help to create and improve videos to put them in virtually any format when needed. Part 3: How to manage videos on your Android device? Use one of the apps in Part 2, you can easily run your videos on your Android phones or tablets. Now want to export
the rotated videos from your Android device to your backup computer? To manage videos effortlessly on your Android device, you can rely on Coolmuster Android Assistant, which allows you to transfer not only videos, but also music, photos, contacts, text messages, apps, and more data types from Android to computer. Android
Assistant also allows you to:- Restore backup files from your computer to your Android device with one click;- Quickly and securely remove useless files from your Android device;- Add, delete and edit contacts &amp; SMS and even send/reply text messages on your computer;- Comes with Mac version for managing Android phones on
Mac machine. Check out the main interface of Android Assistant: Conclusion: Here in this article you learned how to rotate videos on Android and even know how to get Android videos on the computer and manage, and how to transfer videos from Android to other devices (such as videos transferred from Android to iPad). If you have any
other problems dealing with your videos on Android, feel free to leave a message in the comments below. Related Related How to Back Up SD Card on Android Transfer Contacts From Android Phone to Computer Backup and Restore Android on Computer How to Add Contacts to Android Phones
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